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Synopsis

The action takes place near a village, on a wild coast of Mayo.
The first Act passes on an evening of autumn,
the other two on the following day.
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Dramaturg Notes

by Helen Lojek

Riots greeted the 1907 premiere of The Playboy of the Western World at Dublin's Abbey Theatre. Scores of police were kept busy inside and outside the theatre, and most daily protesters related their outrage to magistrates and to the press. The play's language was "wild"; its "indelicate" portrayal of Irish women was a slander; its hard drinking Irishmen were an unfair stereotype. Further, Synèse's notion that God-fearing Irish people would lionize a violent man--"the man who killed his da"--was a libelous exaggeration of Western Ireland's reputed affection for outlaws. Similar protests, organized by Irish American groups, occurred when the company brought the production to the United States. Synèse responded to these early protests in a letter to the press:

_The Playboy is not a play with a "purpose" in the modern sense of the word,-but, although parts of it are or are meant to be extravagant comedy, still a great deal that is in it and a great deal more that is behind it is perfectly serious when looked at in a certain light....There are, it may be hinted, several sides to The Playboy._

Synèse's "hint" that audiences be open to his complex mingling of light and serious elements remains important. Though Irish (and American) audiences have long since come to terms with what is now regarded as a classic drama with a rich, often satiric viewpoint, there remain deeply disturbing elements in Synèse's play--elements which may have been important if unstated reasons for the early riots.

Hand in hand with Synèse's farcical presentation of humans under the influence of loneliness, isolation, poverty, and porter, we find his exploration of violence, of lies, of patriarchy and patricide, of Catholicism, and of colonial society. As you fall under the spell of Synèse's poetry and succumb to the myths his characters create, we hope you will also be alive to this play's concern with serious and troubling issues. Equally, we hope that you enjoy yourselves and indulge in a thighb-slapping laugh or two at the comic edge Synèse puts on his frequently dark vision.